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1. Introduction 

The contribution of this paper is two-fold. First, it obtains estimates of macroeconomic 
effects of monetary policy in Chile. Understanding how its actions affect the economy is a 
first-order important question for a central bank. The second contribution is 
methodological. Central banks make their decisions for a reason: monetary policy reacts to 
macroeconomic conditions. Thus it is difficult to empirically estimate its causal effect on the 
economy, which requires identifying exogenous variation from endogenous responses. To 
address this technical issue, this paper proposes a time series of monetary policy surprises 
for Chile. To demonstrate its usefulness, this series is then used as an input in a structural 
Bayesian VAR (BVAR) where the monetary policy surprises are used as an external 
instrument. In a nutshell, interest rate innovations in the BVAR that are consistent with the 
series of monetary policy surprises are interpreted as non-systematic variation of monetary 
policy and their impact on the rest of the variables can be studied. A similar methodology 
can be used in other contexts where a measure of exogenous variation of monetary policy 
in Chile is required. 

We start by conducting a comparative analysis of time series of monetary policy surprises 
obtained from alternative sources: the Survey of Financial Traders (“EOF” for “Encuesta de 
Operadores Financieros” in Spanish), and the Survey of Economic Expectations (“EEE” for 
“Encuesta de Expectativas Económicas” in Spanish), both of them run by the Central Bank 
of Chile, as well as the survey of financial market participants run by Bloomberg which we 
simply label as the “Bloomberg’ survey.” We also include monetary policy surprises implicit 
in swaps rates at three-, six- and twelve-months horizons. We conclude that the most 
suitable source for our empirical analysis is the Bloomberg’ survey. This is because it allows 
to construct a long sample that consistently measures expectations for every monetary 
policy meeting since 2001. This is challenging for alternative surveys as they are conducted 



at monthly frequency although the frequency of monetary policy meetings has been 
changing throughout the sample. In turn, information available for swaps spans a much 
shorter sample. The downside of the Bloomberg’ survey, however, is that the number of 
responders is smaller than in alternative surveys. 

We then move to our econometric analysis. In particular, we compute impulse response 
functions to contractionary monetary policy shocks. The picture that emerges from our 
results is that monetary policy in Chile has effects consistent with macroeconomic theory 
and international evidence: An unexpected increase in the monetary policy rate decreases 
both inflation and output, and increases funding costs according to sovereign, banking, and, 
in lesser extent, corporate spreads. We also find evidence that expected inflation has a 
hump-shaped response to monetary policy shocks. 

After a contractionary shock, expectations of inflation increase in the short run and the 
nominal exchange rate tends to depreciate although insignificant. These results are at odd 
with textbook monetary models. Contractionary monetary policy is supposed to decrease 
inflation, as it does according to our estimates, and expected inflation should follow the 
response of actual inflation, but it does not. Similarly, contractionary monetary policy 
should in theory appreciate and not depreciate the nominal exchange rate according to the 
uncovered interest rate parity condition and the implied increase in interest rate 
differentials between Chile and the rest of the world due to the monetary policy shock. 

However, this result regarding the nominal exchange rate is consistent with evidence for 
emerging markets, such as Kohlscheen (2013); Hnatkovska, Lahiri and Vegh (2016); Albagli, 
Ceballos, Claro and Romero (2019); Gürkaynak, Kara, Kısacıkoğlu; and Lee (2020). Overall, 
the responses of expected inflation and the nominal exchange rate are consistent with an 
“informational effect” of monetary policy in Chile. According to recent literature, such as 
Hnatkovska et al (2016) and Jarocinski and Karadi (2020), a monetary policy shock acts, in 
addition to its direct effect, through the information it reveals about the beliefs of the 
central bank about the current state of the economy and the future monetary policy path. 
Thus, following a contractionary monetary shock, expected inflation may increase by 
incorporating information that inflationary pressures are stronger than previously thought 
by the market. Therefore, expected inflation may rise with a monetary shock while actual 
inflation decreases. Similarly, although a domestic contractionary monetary policy shock 
does imply an increase in interest rate differentials between Chile and the rest of the world, 
the information revealed by the unanticipated component in a monetary policy decision 
may lead to nominal exchange rate depreciation instead of appreciation.  

Overall, we interpret our result as evidence of the strong effect of monetary policy in Chile: 
Inflation does decrease after a contractionary monetary policy shock in spite that expected 
inflation and the nominal exchange rate increase in the short run. 

 



Outline. Section 2 presents an abridged literature review. Section 3 describes the 
methodology used to extract implicit monetary policy surprises and presents alternative 
data sources including a comparative discussion. Section 4 introduces the BVAR 
methodology and shows results regarding the effect of monetary policy on a variety of 
relevant variables for the Chilean economy. Section 5 describes the data sources and the 
codes. Section 6 concludes.  

 

2. Literature review 

As stressed by Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (1999), the empirical estimation of 
impulse-response functions using exogenous variation in monetary policy is useful from 
practical and theoretical points of view. As it isolates the causal effect of monetary policy, 
it allows to estimate the macroeconomic impact of monetary policy which, as pointed out 
above, is important input for the conduction of monetary policy. In addition, empirical 
estimates of monetary policy are informative for the construction of models for 
counterfactual policy analysis, allowing to discriminate among modelling assumptions and 
alternative ways to construct models’ building blocks. Our paper has these very same goals 
with an application to Chile. 

However, the extraction of exogenous variation in monetary policy has proven to be 
technically challenging. Alternative methodologies proposed are based on structural 
assumptions in Vector Auto Regression analysis (e.g., Sims, 1992 and, more recently, Rubio-
Ramirez and Antolin-Diaz, 2018), a narrative approach (Romer and Romer, 2004), and the 
use of financial data (e.g., Cochrane and Piazzesi, 2002, and, more recently, Nakamura and 
Steinsson, 2018). Our approach follows Gertler and Karadi (2015) and Jarocinski and Karadi 
(2020) in that we use high-frequency surprises around policy announcements as external 
instruments in order to identify monetary policy shocks. Most of the literature that relies 
on this method uses financial markets to identify the surprises following the work of 
Gurkaynak, Sack, and Swanson (2005). Our approach relies on the surprises we obtain from 
the Bloomberg survey. Finally, we rely on one of the results in Plagborg-Moller and Wolf 
(2021) and use a Cholesky-ordering with the Bloomberg surprise ordered as the first 
variable in order to identify a monetary policy shock. Plagborg-Moller and Wolf show that 
this approach is equivalent to the external instruments approach more commonly used in 
the literature. We use a Bayesian Vector Auto Regression (BVAR) to carry out our 
estimation. (See for example Sims, 1980, and Sims and Zha, 1998.) 

In turn, even if exogenous variation in monetary policy is properly identified, a discussion 
has emerged to disentangle its pure macroeconomic effect from the effect of the 
information it contains about the state of the economy and future monetary policy 
(Jarocinski and Karadi, 2020). Some of our results are reminiscent of this literature, such as 



in Hnatkovska et al (2016). However, formally disentangling these two effects for Chile is 
beyond the scope of this paper. 

In Chile, there is a bulk of literature accumulated in the last two decades. Valdes (1998) 
estimates a VAR that identifies monetary policy surprises by exploiting updates in indexed 
interest rate used as monetary policy instrument to approximate ex-post real interest 
rates. Among many others, some examples of papers that study the impact of monetary 
policy are Calvo and Mendoza (1999), Parrado (2001), Chumacero (2005), Mello and 
Moccero (2008), and Pedersen (2017). We share with them our goal of studying the effect 
of monetary policy in Chile, although with a different methodology and using an updated 
sample. Overall, most of our results are consistent to theirs at least in sign. 

 

3. Measurement of Monetary Policy Surprises in Chile  
a. Methodology 

Based on the expectations obtained from surveys to market participants, a time series of 
monetary policy surprises (MPS) is calculated as 

  

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 − 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 

where, 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 is the level of the monetary policy rate decided in a Monetary Policy Meeting 
in t, and 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑒 corresponds to the median expectation of responders about the monetary 
policy decision in t collected in a time window of days before each meeting. Alternatively, 
we calculate surprises from the series of interest rate swap contracts as 

 

𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡 = 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡+1 − 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡−1 

 

where 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡−1 is the rate observed the day before the meeting and 𝑀𝑀𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑀𝑀𝑡𝑡+1 
corresponds to the rate observed the day after the meeting. In some cases, a maximum 
distance of two working days was tolerated for this calculation. 

 

b. Data 
 

We approximate the unanticipated component in the policy rate by economic agents using 
multiple sources. Specifically, we analyze expectations collected from three alternative 
surveys to market participants and economic experts in Chile: Economic Expectations 
Survey (EEE), Financial Traders Survey (EOF), and expectations surveyed by Bloomberg. 



Additionally, we address monetary policy surprises based on the price movements of 
financial assets such as interest rate swap contracts. After a detailed evaluation of the 
advantages and trade-offs involved in these sources, we favor the Bloomberg survey for our 
empirical analysis.   

Bloomberg's survey asks economic research and analysis departments of its domestic and 
international clients about their expectations for the MPR. This survey allows us to retrieve 
information from 2001 to the present, with a median of 19 participants. With a total of 215 
monetary policy meetings in which we can observe the expectations, this survey constitutes 
the most extended observation period available together with the EEE, the longest-
established expectations survey conducted by the Central Bank of Chile.   

Bloomberg presents participants' answers publicly under the institution's name or 
institution/researcher name. According to Bloomberg's experts, most large companies use 
only the institutional name, intending to preserve their forecast history, which is used to 
rank them according to their accuracy level. Based on these conditions, we expect to have 
up-to-date responses from participants on each round of the survey. 

The survey data collection period corresponds to the two weeks before the monetary policy 
meeting. During these weeks and until 5:00 p.m. of the day before the meeting, participants 
can update their responses, and the platform records the exact date on which this 
happened. This characteristic of the protocol lets us assume that respondents make their 
forecast with the most information available. Unlike other surveys, Bloomberg's survey 
ensures better coordination with the official schedule of policy meetings and the relevance 
of their responses. An analysis of Bloomberg's microdata lets us verify that answers are 
usually concentrated in the last week of the surveyed period and forecast delivery/updates 
are observed until the last possible day (see Figure 1). 

 



 

Figure 1 – Number of responses to Bloomberg’ survey according to days before 
monetary policy meeting 

 

As a supplement to the surveys' study, we analyze swap rates' behavior around monetary 
policy meetings as an alternative measure of market-based measure of expectations. We 
consider rates at four maturities: three months, six months, one year, and two years. These 
rates correspond to the fixed component of a swap contract, for which the floating 
component is the average of the daily interbank interest rate. In this sense, we consider it 
a natural and high-frequency approximation of market expectations about the monetary 
policy rate path. Nevertheless, this source is limited by the lack of market depth in Chile, 
the unavailability of intraday prices, and the absence of information on traded volume.  

 

c. Differences of Bloomberg’ survey relative to alternative surveys 

Bloomberg's survey implementation protocol presents a set of features that make it 
preferable for our research purposes over alternative available surveys. Primarily, 
Bloomberg’s survey perfectly aligns with the official schedule of monetary policy meetings. 
In contrast, the EEE's protocol stipulates a release of results between the 10th and 13th 
each month. This rigid schedule implies that answers collected vary with the dates defined 
for monetary policy meetings, which in turn take place 8 times a year since 2018 in varying 
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points in time with months when there are such meetings. This same desynchronization 
was evidenced in the EOF protocol, which until 2017 had a biweekly frequency with 
publication dates on the second and fourth Tuesday of the month. Since 2018, the EOF has 
released its data three days before each meeting and two days after the minute publication.  

A greater interval between the collection of expectations and the monetary policy meeting 
date gives room for significant changes in the set of information available. This fact seems 
to have been internalized by Bloomberg since 2001. Bloomberg's survey allows its 
participants to submit their forecasts from two weeks before the monetary policy meeting 
date and until 5:00 pm the day before. During this period, they can update their predictions, 
and the platform records the precise date of their last update. In comparison, the EEE 
defines a sampling period that starts one week before its publication and ends the day after 
the CPI publication corresponding to the immediately preceding month. The EOF, on the 
other hand, collects its data two days before its publication. In other words, neither the EEE 
nor the EOF has a clear objective to collect forecasts based on a set of information closer to 
the one considered by the Board when making policy decisions.   

Another important feature is that the Bloomberg survey allows us to analyze unanticipated 
monetary policy movements since 2001, the same year in which the EEE began to be 
implemented. The EOF presents a clear disadvantage in this regard given that it starts in 
2010. Finally, the three surveys allow us to analyze the microdata collected and track 
trajectories of expectations associated with specific participants. However, only Bloomberg 
records the exact date on which each respondent submits their forecast.  

 

d. Comparative descriptive analysis 

We now turn to characterize the Bloomberg and Swaps data relative to the alternative 
surveys (EOF and EEE). Table 1 provides descriptive statistics of the MPS calculated from all 
alternative sources. This table displays the average difference in days between the survey 
release and the Monetary Policy Meetings date. By construction, Bloomberg’s survey offers 
the best performance. In contrast, a comparative disadvantage of Bloomberg’s survey 
relative to EEE and EOF is a smaller average number of respondents. The table also 
highlights that both the EEE and Bloomberg let us assess the unanticipated policy rate 
movements for more than 200 MPM, equivalent to almost two decades of observations. 

For most of the Monetary Policy Meetings, there are no unanticipated policy rate 
movements by economic agents. For the Bloomberg data set, such surprises occur 35 times, 
corresponding to 16% of the sample. Out of 35, 24 are surprises in which the policy rate was 
below the median expectation. These negative surprises are characterized by being larger 
on average and less homogeneous than positive surprises. 

 



Stats EEE EOF Bloomberg Swap-3M 
1. Median days b/w release and MP meeting 3 6 0 0 
2. Median No. of respondents 42 60 19  
3. No. of MP surprises (MP meetings) 214 115 215 157 
4. Surprises diff. from 0 (%) 43 (20) 12 (10) 35 (16) 139 (89) 
5. Positive surprises (%) 14 (7) 6 (5) 11 (5) 69 (44) 
6. Negative surprises (%) 29 (14) 6 (5) 24 (11) 70 (45) 
7. Cond Avg. of MP surprises (diff. from 0) (BP) -20 -7 -21 -2 
8. Cond Avg. of MP surprises – positive (BP) 27 (14) 23 (6) 23 (11) 6 (69) 
9. Cond Avg. of MP surprises – negative (BP) -43 (29) -38 (6) -41 (24) -9 (70) 
10. Cond SD of MP surprises – positive (BP) 7 5 5 8 
11. Cond SD of MP surprises – negative (BP) 32 21 30 18 
12. Avg. SD of forecasts (BP) 10 9 6  
13. Corr surprises – Level MPR -0.04 -0.01 -0.13* -0.1 
14. Corr surprises – diff days 0.17** 0.3**   

 

Table 1 – Descriptive Statistics for surprises obtained from EEE, EOF, Bloomberg’ survey 
and 3-months swaps data 

 

Figure 2 presents the time series of monetary policy surprises obtained from the EOF, EEE, 
and Bloomberg survey, while Figure 3 compares the monetary policy surprises obtained 
from three-month swap rates with those obtained from the Bloomberg survey. Three 
episodes stand out in which the various sources reflect that the monetary policy decision 
constituted a clean surprise for the market. The first is on March 13, 2009 when the 
monetary policy rate was cut by 250 basis points responding to the unfolding of the financial 
crisis. On June 7, 2019, the Central Bank of Chile reduced the monetary policy interest rate 
by 50 basis points after an updating of the structural parameters pointed to greater 
potential and trend growth. Finally, on March 16, 2020, the Bank decided in an 
extraordinary meeting to reduce the monetary policy rate by 75 basis points; in our data 
set, this decision is recorded as a negative surprise.   

 



 

Figure 2 – Surprises of monetary policy obtained from EEE, EOF and Bloomberg’ survey, 
2001M9 – 2020M3 

  

Figure 3 – Surprises of monetary policy obtained from Bloomberg’ survey and 3-months 
swaps, 2001M9 – 2020M3 

 

Table 2 shows the correlation between the time series of monetary policy surprises 
obtained from all alternative sources as well as swaps data at different horizons. Correlation 
is not perfect among any pair of alternative measures of surprises, but they are all high. The 
series obtained from Bloomberg’ survey is highly correlated with EOF and a bit less with 
surprises implicit in 3-months swaps and the EEE. For completeness, we also consider 
surprises implicit from swaps at higher horizons: 6 months, 1 year and 2 years. Correlations 
are decreasing on the length of the horizon. 
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 EEE EOF Bloomberg Swap-3M Swap-6M Swap-1Y Swap-2Y 
EEE 1       
EOF 0.65*** 1      

Bloomberg 0.83*** 0.91*** 1     
Swap-3M 0.83*** 0.84*** 0.85*** 1    
Swap-6M 0.75*** 0.81*** 0.75*** 0.92*** 1   
Swap-1Y 0.59*** 0.74*** 0.62*** 0.84*** 0.93*** 1  
Swap-2Y 0.44*** 0.68*** 0.47*** 0.76*** 0.88*** 0.77*** 1 

 

Table 2 – Unconditional correlation between monetary policy surprises obtained from 
alternative sources 

 

One possible source of the statistical noise in Table 2 is that answers in different surveys 
are not submitted on the same day, so responders could potentially differ in the information 
set they have access to. As a way to control for this, Table 3 shows correlation between the 
monetary surprises implicit in the EEE survey, the EOF survey, Bloomberg’s survey and 
three-months yield data considering only those answers given at most four days prior to 
each monetary policy meeting. We observe that the correlation between the alternative 
measures of surprises, particularly with the Bloomberg survey's surprises. However, the 
overall assessment emerging from Table 2 remains. 

 

 EEE EOF Bloomberg Swap-3M 
EEE 1    
EOF 0.77*** 1   

Bloomberg 0.96*** 0.93*** 1  
Swap-3M 0.85*** 0.86*** 0.83*** 1 

 

Figure 3 – Conditional correlation matrix between monetary policy surprises obtained 
from alternative sources 

 

4. Real Effects of Monetary Policy Surprises in Chile 
a. BVAR Methodology  

Since the seminal work by Sims (1980), vector autoregressions (VARs) are a popular 
econometric tool to model how multiple time series evolve. A technical challenge in their 
implementation is that, with a reasonable number of variables and lags, the number of 
parameters estimated becomes large and leads to the problem of over-parametrization. 
Since the number of observations relative to the parameters estimated is usually too few, 



this leads to imprecise estimates. This becomes particularly problematic when parameters 
that would have been estimated as precise zeros are instead estimated as non-zero. As a 
result, everything computed using these estimates, like impulse-responses, become noisy—
parameters that were supposed to disappear instead enter the calculations, introducing 
extra variations that should not be there. 

Bayesian VARs (BVARs) provide a solution to this problem known as shrinkage (see, for 
example, Litterman, 1986; Doan, Litterman, and Sims, 1984; and Sims and Zha, 1998). As 
with any Bayesian estimation, BVARs combine priors that are set before estimation with the 
likelihood that comes from the data to arrive at the posterior distribution of the parameters. 
In BVARs, the priors are set in a way to make sure only the parameters that show strong 
evidence for being different from zero have come out of the estimation with nonnegligible 
mass away from zero in the posterior distribution. A typical BVAR has priors (also referred 
to as Litterman or Minnesota priors) that are of the following type: 

• The first lag of every variable in their own equation has a prior mean of 1. 
• All other coefficients have a prior mean of 0 (lags of other variables in a given 

equation, and higher lags of itself). 
• The variances of the priors for each parameter are set such that the variances go 

down as the lags increase—higher lags have a smaller variance. 
• Lags of other variables have a smaller variance in a given variable’s equation. 

We also report 68% and 90% credible sets in order to quantify parameter uncertainty. In 
particular, we obtain draws from the posterior distribution for the VAR parameters, and for 
every draw we compute the impulse-response functions. Then for every horizon, along with 
the mean response, we report the 5th, 16th, 84th, and 95th percentiles of the responses across 
the draws from the posterior distribution.  

 

b. Data.  

We use monthly series of macroeconomic variables between 2001 and 2020. Our core VAR 
includes natural logarithms of general CPI, non-mining monthly indicator of economic 
activity (IMACEC), monthly average nominal exchange rate (measured in pesos per dollar), 
as well as the level of the monetary policy rate (MPR).  

Once we estimate the core VAR, we add one variable at a time to see how various variables 
react to monetary policy shocks. We study inflation expectations for a 1-year horizon 
collected through the EEE (question: Inflation in 11 months (range 12 months)) and the EOF 
(question: Inflation (CPI var. in%), 12 months (1 to 12)). We also add a series of interest 
rates of sovereign bonds that correspond to the weighted average of the Central Bank and 
Treasury bonds issued in the primary market and of the bonds traded on the Santiago Stock 
Exchange with maturities of 1, 2, 5, and 10 years. The bank bond spreads are calculated as 



the difference between the weighted average IRR of bank bonds in the 2 to 5-year maturity 
tranche with AA and AAA ratings and the simple average of swap rates in UF consistent with 
the bonds' terms. The same procedure was used to calculate corporate bond spreads, but 
in this case, only AA-rated bonds with maturities of 7 to 10 years were considered. 

 

c. Baseline Results 

Figure 4 shows the impulse-response function from a BVAR with CPI, output, nominal 
exchange rate, and monetary policy as variables. The impulse is a contractionary monetary 
policy shock of one standard deviation—that is, an increase in the monetary policy rate—
which corresponds on average a 10 basis point increase. Red lines represent the mean 
responses. Dark shades represent credibility sets at 5%–95% and light shades at 16%–84%; 
the x axis is at a monthly frequency. CPI is unresponsive in the short run to decrease only 
after two years to converge at a lower level. The contractionary effect on output, however, 
takes place much sooner during the second quarter and is also highly persistent. 

Monetary policy surprises also have a persistent effect on the monetary policy rate itself, 
which remains low for almost two years. In contrast with a classical UIP framework, our 
results show that a positive monetary policy surprise triggers an exchange rate 
depreciation. In fact, the monetary policy surprise that triggers a 25bp increase in the 
interest rate leads to a 100bp depreciation of the exchange rate. This seemingly puzzling 
results is consistent with the empirical literature. In fact, Kohlscheen (2013) finds a similar 
exchange rate response for Chile with an alternative identification strategy. Moreover, 
Hnatkovska, Lahiri and Vegh (2016) show that while developed economies show responses 
consistent with UIP, developing markets exhibit exchange rate dynamics consistent with 
our BVAR.1 Consistent with the close economy literature, Jarocinski and Karadi (2020) and 
Gürkaynak, Kara, Kısacıkoğlu and Lee (2020) argue that there is an informational content in 
monetary surprises that can change inflation expectations beyond the monetary policy rate 
adjustment causing a depreciation of the currency.  

 

Overall, we conclude that the transmission mechanism of monetary policy in Chile is 
consistent with the theory and the international evidence: An unexpected increase in 
monetary policy rate decreases output and inflation, while causing a depreciation.  

 
1 In emerging markets, there is a weak demand for liquid assets denominated in local currency when the 
interest rate increases and inflation expectations raise due to the deteriorated fiscal position and the expected 
economic contraction. 
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Nominal Exchange Rate MPR 

  
 

Figure 4 – Impulse-Response function of CPI, output, nominal exchange rate and 
monetary policy rate to a 1 S.D. contractionary monetary policy shock 

(y-axis in percentage points) 
 

In turn, Figure 5 shows the response of expectations of inflation on a one-year horizon 
according to the EEE and the EOF surveys once the BVAR is expanded to include such 
variables. Expected inflation increases on impact, although this surge is reversed shortly 
thereafter when expected inflation decreases consistently with the lower activity and lower 
inflation. This is a reinforcing mechanism of the effect of monetary policy on inflation. This 
is because lower inflation expectations push down actual inflation beyond the downward 
inflationary pressure generated by the effect of monetary policy on decreasing economic 
activity.  
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EEE EOF 

  
 

Figure 5 – Impulse-Response functions of alternative measures of expected inflation at 
one year horizon to a 1 S.D. contractionary monetary policy shock 

(y-axis in percentage points) 
 

The expected inflation responses estimated for Chile are aligned with results obtained for 
the US by Jarocinski and Karadi (2020). These authors argue that monetary policy surprises 
affect the economy through two confounding channels. First, there is the direct effect of 
the contractionary monetary policy. Second, the unexpected change in monetary policy 
reveals information in possession of the central bank about future inflation and output as 
well as future monetary policy decisions. This latter effect may induce agents to respond 
with higher expected inflation to a contractionary monetary policy by providing information 
of higher-than-expected inflationary pressure. A formal analysis on the validity of this 
hypothesis is beyond the scope of this paper. 

 

a. Financial effects 

Next, we augment the baseline BVAR to explore the effect of monetary policy on a 
selection of financial variables. Figure 6 shows impulse response functions of spreads of 
sovereign bonds at 1-, 2-, 5-, and 10-year horizons to a one standard deviation contractive 
monetary policy shock. These spreads are computed as the weighted average of the 
implicit rate of Chilean bonds issued by the Central Bank and the Treasury and traded 
either in the primary or secondary markets relative to the implicit rate of US Treasury 
bonds traded at the same time and at the same maturity.  
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1 year 2 years 

  
5 years 10 years 

  
 

Figure 6 – Impulse-Response of sovereign yields at a 1 year, 2 years, 5 years and 10 years 
horizons to 1 S.D. contractionary monetary policy shock 

(y-axis in percentage points) 
 

In response to a surprise increase in the policy rate, spreads increase on impact especially 
for shorter maturities. The persistence and shape of these responses are more similar to 
the shock as shown in Figure 4 than the response of the monetary policy rate, although less 
hump-shaped, especially for longer maturities. Overall, the effect becomes insignificant 
after about two years, although there is some statistical evidence of overshooting between 
two and four years after the shock for the spread at a one-year horizon. 

Finally, we look at the response of spreads of banking and corporative bonds in Figure 7. 
Due to the limitation of data, we pull together maturities at 2–5 years and 7–10 years to 
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compute the spreads. For banking spreads, we distinguish between bonds with AAA and AA 
classifications. For corporate spreads, we focus on AA classification.  

 

Banking spread 2 to 5 years – AAA Banking spread 2 to 5 years – AA 

  
Corporative spreads 7 to 10 years – AA 

 
 

Figure 7 – Impulse-Response functions of banking and corporate spreads to 1 s.d. 
contractionary monetary policy shock 

(y-axis in percentage points) 
 

Perhaps due to the data limitations, responses are much more diffused, as shown in Figure 
7. Spreads tend to increase on impact, although only AAA banking bonds at 2–5 years of 
maturity seem to be significant at 5%. AA banking bonds at 2–5 years of maturity follow the 
same path, although it is barely non-significant. The response of corporate spreads for AA 
at 7–10 years of maturity seems insignificant. 
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We conclude this section by stressing that monetary policy tends to have the standard 
effect of increasing funding costs, either measured as spreads of sovereign bonds or banking 
and corporate bonds, although for the latter the effect seems less clear. 

 

5. Data and codes 
 

The file "Chapter 4.2.3.xlsx" contains the time series of monetary policy surprises presented 
in Figures 2 and 3. In addition, the codes and daily data that allow the construction of these 
time series are stored in the folders codes and data, respectively. Bloomberg data are 
excluded due to confidentiality policies. 

 

6. Conclusion 

This paper empirically estimates the effect of monetary policy on several macroeconomic 
aggregates in Chile. As a by-product, this paper also provides a discussion of several 
measures of monetary policy surprises obtained from alternative data sources on 
expectations of monetary policy decisions. 

Our analysis favors the use of data obtained by the Bloomberg survey to construct monetary 
policy surprises, mainly but not only because it consistently spans a long sample from 2001 
keeping a regularity relative to the frequency of monetary policy meetings, which has been 
subject to changes throughout the sample. Our empirical analysis based on BVARs shows 
that a contractionary monetary policy has an effect in Chile consistent with macroeconomic 
theory and international evidence: An unexpected increase in the monetary policy rate 
decreases inflation and output and increases funding costs according to sovereign, banking, 
and, in a lesser extent, corporate spreads. There is also evidence of smoothness in the 
conduction of monetary policy which takes the form of persistence in the response of the 
policy rate to the shock. The nominal exchange rate and expected inflation seem to 
depreciate and increase, respectively. We interpret these results as the acting of an 
“informational effect” of monetary policy surprises by revealing information about 
inflationary pressure and country risk not already included in private agents’ information 
sets. 
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